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Dhruva '17
The Annual I²IT Technical & Cultural Fest - "Dhruva" was held on campus in the first week of 
January. 

During Dhruva, the entire campus came alive with song and dance and various brain-
racking technical events like Traditional Day, Aaroh, Tap Your Feet, BandWar, Fashion 
Show, DJ Night.

Team I²IT - faculty, staff and students celebrated on campus in an rejuvenating ambiance.

ELECTRONICS FOR YOU
The CII Yi (I²IT Chapter) organized a guest lecture on Science & Electronics Fundamentals 
at the Mahatma Phule Apang Shaala, Maangaon. 

2The Young Indians I IT Chapter often works closely with the inmates of this school. These 
efforts by our students are towards making the differently-abled students in this school as 
close to industry and technological developments.

The lecture was delivered by Prof. Rabinder Henry who is the Director of the Pralhad P 
Chhabria Research Centre (PPCRC) on campus - www.ppcrc.in

Talent Hunt
Radio Mirchi 98.3 FM, hit I²IT campus with its annual college contest. The much talked 
about event sent I²ITians into a tizzy as they enthusiastically participated in the events 
hosted by Radio Mirchi. 

Radio Mirchi in association with FBB provided a worthy platform for the youth to showcase 
their talent. This year, the contestants went through three rigorous rounds that included 
talent show to ramp walk. The students thoroughly enjoyed the process while prizes were 
won for talent in singing, dancing, mimicry and skits. The winners this year were Ayush 
Papnai and Priyanka Singh.



th11  Jan
2017

th14  Jan
2017

th14  Jan
2017

School VISIT
80+ Children from 14 different Adivasi Schools of the Gadchiroli District (Maharashtra) 
visited I²IT campus. These students were on an academic visit and were taken around the 

2I IT campus. The infrastructure and facilities were showcased to them.
  
Later they were given a tour of the research centre on campus - Pralhad P Chhabria Center 
(PPCRC) www.ppcrc.in. Here they were able to interact with the research team who are 
working on various cutting edge technologies and learn first-hand the significance and 
benefits of pursuing research as a career. 
 

2The students who were happy to have received this opportunity had lunch with the I IT 
Team and left after spending a whole day on campus.

Nirbhay Kanya Abhiyan
A one-day seminar in collaboration with the Student Welfare Board  of the Savitaribai Phule 
Pune University was organized for the girl students on campus. 

The event began with motivational lectures on Self Defense by Mr. Jaidev Mhamane.  This 
was followed by a talk on Cyber Laws and Solutions by Adv. Jayshree Nangare and finally a 
lecture by Dr.Rohini Athawale and Dr. Amar Pawar on the "Significance of Skin Donation". 
Girl students who participated in this event practised first hand some defense techniques 
that could come in handy in case they are ever in danger. Adv. Nangare shared with 
students the vulnerability of cyber space and what steps need to be taken to protect 
themselves from Cyber crimes. 

The event was an eye-opner for students and it created an awareness on how to be cautious 
and protect themselves in the digital world.

Makar Sankranti 
As part of the Makar Sankranti Celebrations - a festival that marks the first day of the Sun's 
transit into the Capricorn, marking the end of the month with the winter solstice and the 

2beginning of longer days - I IT organized a Kite Flying Event on campus.

The Cultural Committee members on campus, organized this event and coaxed students, 
faculty and staff to step out of the classrooms and offices onto the ground (for a few hours) 
where every one walked down the memory lane into their childhood days - selecting the 
kite, stringing it, checking the balance and then many an attempts to make it fly. Once the 
kites were up in the air it was wonderful to witness the competition between friends or team 
members.



th17  Jan
2017

CII Yi Annual Meet
Tanmay Nag, Net Head Chair-I²IT Yi Student Chapter briefed the students during the Yi 
Annual Meet.  He shared with the students the short legacy of Yi on campus and laid before 
the new entrants the vision of this Yi Chapter. As the out-going Net Head Chair, he outlined 
the path taken by the team and the milestones achieved so far by the members. He shared 
with the audience how being a member of this Chapter moulded him into a better 
professional, individual and more importantly made him socially aware of his 
responsibilities towards those less fortunate.
  
He urged students to step up and be a part of this group which will not be help them in the 
journey of self-discovery; but will help them appreciate the comforts and opportunities 
they have been blessed with. This inspiring speech was warmly welcomed by the audience. 

th20  Jan
2017

Teach for India
Nikita Sehgal from Teach for India interacts with I²IT Students. She spoke about the 
importance of having an excellent education system that equips children and youth with 
the knowledge, skills, values, and mindsets needed to empower individuals and mould 
them into responsible citizens. But according to research as a nation, we are failing 
miserably.

Nikita pointed out that the causes underlying this collective failure are numerous, varied 
and complex. Nevertheless, Teach For India, believes that at the root of this crisis in 
education lies a crisis of leadership. There is a severe deficit of people at all levels of the 
education system who are committed to working together to improve the capacity and 
quality of our nation’s schools. To solve this crisis, she invited young graduates to step 
forward and volunteer their services to those who are less fortunate.

Nikita's speech enthralled the students and inspired them to take a posture to improve the 
social and education fabric of our country.

th17  Jan
2017

Awareness Session
Prof. Moreshwar of Next Gen delivered a SAP Awareness Session. This Seminar 
introduced students to specific SAP security with emphasis on security enhancements 
across multiple security disciplines. Topics discussed include SAP Overview, SAP 
Classified Contracts and DD Forms 254, Physical Security, Personnel Security, Visits and 
Meetings, OPSEC, Information Assurance, Security Incidents, Classification Marking and 
Safeguarding, Transmission and Transportation, Security Compliance Inspections, and 
Security Awareness and Training.
  
This session gave the students an insight into industry expectations and academic areas 
that they would need to focus on if they wish to develop a career in security and/or SAP 
environments.

Nikita Sehgal, Recruitment Lead at Teach For India (4th from the right) with I²IT students



th23  Jan
2017

th26  Jan
2017

Republic Day
2As is the tradition at I IT, the Republic Day celebrations on campus was a solemn affair.  

2Mrs Aruna M Katara, the President of I IT hoisted the flag and gave a short speech about the 
power of the youth to make the change in the community, society and our nation.

2This was followed by a brief talk by Dr. Vaishali Patil, Principal I IT.  She gave an inspiring 
speech about the importance of recognizing the passion in oneself. Prof. Narendra 
Sakhalkhar, a senior professor of Economics led the students to sing a few patriotic songs.

The student members of the Cultural Committee put up a show that showcased the cultural 
and ethnic diversity of our country.

th28  Jan
2017

Graduation Ceremony
The second Graduation Ceremony was held on campus for the Class of 2016. Prof. Dr. 
Mukul Sutaone, the Dean Academics at the College of Engineering was the 
Commencement Speaker; while also present on the occasion were President I²IT, Mrs 
Aruna M Katara, Principal I²IT, Dr. Vaishali Patil, Dean Academics, Prof. Ravindra Joshi, 

2other invited dignitaries, parents graduating students and team I IT.  

The ceremony began with lighting the lamp, followed by speeches by dignitaries and Prof. 
Dr. Mukul Sutaone. Before conferring the degree on the graduates, other meritorious 
students were felicitated. The Vote of Thanks was delivered by Dean Academics, Prof. 
Ravindra Joshi and the ceremony ended with Valedictory Speech by the graduating class.

NAVKSHITIJ STUDENTS ON CAMPUS
50 students from Navkshitij - School for the Mentally Challenged, Marunji visited campus. 

2They organized a short cultural show (dance and song event) for the I IT students and 
faculty. After the show, these differently abled students interacted with the team members 
and enjoyed their lunch with the group. This event was organized by I²IT Yi Student Chapter 
and the purpose was to make students aware of the social inequalities that exists in our 
midst.

2This interaction left a profound effect on I IT team members and inspired some to take up 
the cause of creating awareness for these less fortunate ones. 



st31  Jan
2017

Shri Diwakar from Heartfulness Institute conducted a session about Heartfulness 
meditation followed by a practical workshop in which all the participants experienced 
meditation practice. Shri Diwakar, explained how simple, gradual relaxation and Inner 
Journey solutions can help us solve our problems and be the best we can possibly be in all 
walks of life. He explained how meditation could be the path to fulfillment, excellence and 
perfection. The session benefited students & they learnt the art of de-stressing.

Meditation Workshop

th6  Feb
2017

th31  Jan
2017

th31  Jan
2017

Mayuri Khartude BE (E&TC) bagged a Gold Medal in the Long Jump Event at COEP ZEST-
2017 individual track and field event.

I²IT Football team won the First prize in ZEST-2017 organized by COEP, Pune held at the 
COEP ground.

ZEST-2017

rd3  Feb
2017

World Wide Web Consortium 
Mr Mahesh Kulkarni, World Wide Web Consortium-India Office conducted an awareness 
program on W3C. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is an international community 
where Member organizations and the public work together to develop Web standards. Mr. 
Kulkarni highlighted to the students how the Web has grown to be the technical 
infrastructure of Society–the universal connectivity platform. He further explained details 
of how it continues to change business and society, and just as business and society 
evolve, new needs arise, new opportunities for more captivating experiences need 
addressing. 

During his talk, he emphasized how The Web needs scaling to the opportunity and an 
organization focussed on addressing opportunities. He shared W3C’s vision which 
focuses on four areas of excellence: Strengthening the core of the Web, exciting with the 
next level experiences, extending the reach of the Web, and meeting Industry needs.

2This talk was an eye-opener for the I IT students who are at the threshold of their careers.

I²IT Football team won First prize in Futsal NICMAR-2017 organized by 
NICMAR College.

Futsal NICMAR-2017



th05  Feb
2017

Author : Prof Sandeep Varpe, 
Asst Prof, Dept of Applied Sciences & Engg., I²IT-Pune
Name of Book : "Aerosols - Science and Case Studies”
Book Chapter : Aerosol – Cloud 
Interaction : A case Study
Editor : Dr. Volkov Konstantin, Kingston University London (UK) 
ISBN 978-953-51-2844-1, Print ISBN 978-953-51-2843-4,
Publisher: InTech Publication, Croatia, Europe.

Book Published

th20  Feb
2017

2Students from the Department of Information Technology at I IT visited Persistent Ltd. This 
was aimed at raising aspirations of the students. The visit focused on the advances 
Information technology has made, Persistent’s role in the growth of IT and how students 
can learn from it all. The journey began with some of the team members from Persistent 
who welcomed the students as soon as they reached there. In the Conference room 
students and all faculty members introduced themselves to the audience. 

After that a member of Persistent spoke to the students about IT culture. Further the 
students were made aware of product, product design, product lifecycle, services, 
deployment, maintenance & support, Agile methodology, Cloud, Big Data and lastly the 
technologies that are used. Our students were also exposed to how they could identify their 
hidden talents and awaken their potential to excel those talents. Students got the chance to 
interact with the speaker regarding job opportunities in IT industry.

Students were also made aware about the recreational activities that are being arranged for 
Persistent employees to release their fatigue and to rejuvenate them.

Industry Visit TO PERSISTENT 

th17  Feb 
2017

I²IT students of the Electronic & Telecommunications Department visited the Finolex 
Cables' plant at Urse (near Pune) as part of their industrial visit.

Industrial visit has its own importance in the career of our students as they are soon to be 
professionals. The objectives of industrial visit is to provide our students with an insight 
regarding internal working of companies. We know, theoretical knowledge is not enough 
for making a good professional career. With an aim to go beyond academics, industrial visit 
provides our students with a practical perspective on the world of work. It provides 
students with an opportunity to learn practically through interaction, working methods and 
employment practices. It gives them exposure to current work practices as opposed to 
possibly theoretical knowledge being taught at college. 

This visit to the Finolex plant provided an excellent opportunity to interact with the 
professionals working at the plant and know more about industrial environment. 

Industry Visit to Finolex



th24  Feb
2017

The Second Year Students (S.E.) of the Electronics & Telecommunications Department 
visited the All India Radio (AIR) Akashvani Pune. As India’s National Broadcaster and also 
the premier Public Service Broadcaster, All India Radio (AIR) has been serving to inform, 
educate and entertain the masses since it's inception. From a technical perspective, 
students from the E&TC stream got an insight into the working of broadcast technology 
and implementation of Wireless Technologies.

Students were overwhelmed by their first-hand exposure to applications of the theoretical 
concepts that they have been learning in class. Students got the opportunity to interact 
with technical team members as well as were briefed about the technologies that are 
currently in use.

Industry Visit TO ALL INDIA RADIO

th25  Feb
2017

I²IT students participated in the 24-hr Coding Competition 'SEMICOLON' held at Persistent 
Systems, Pune. The aim of this event is to allow students to push their own limits. Their 
participation gave them first-hand information about how IT professionals work, the scope 
and knowledge required in the IT industry and how to boost their confidence for working 
and growing the IT sector. Only those students who cleared an online test administered by 
an external entity were allowed to participate.
  
The event brought forth passionate teams & innovative solutions based on cutting edge 
technologies - the right components for a successful career.

sEMICOLON

2For the 1st time, I IT organized the Entrepreneurship Challenge on campus. The 
Entrepreneurship Development Cell which began in 2015 encouraged students to come 
forward and present their innovative ideas and business proposals.  With overwhelming 
response from students, it was decided to host a competition to identify and select the top 
three promising ideas. These teams will be provided administrative and financial support, 
mentorship and  encouragement so that they can fulfill their entrepreneurial aspirations.  

The top three winners of this Challenge were companies 
"ILLUMINUS" -            
1. Yamini Iyengar        2. Indraneel Dongaonkar   3. Suraj Kose
"ELIXIR" -                    
1. Lucky Tembhurne   2. Aditya Gupta                  3. Arif Sanadi
“VIKARA SYSTEMS" - 
1. Roshan Jha             2.Shubham Vyavhare        3.Bhagyashree Joshi

All these efforts are to encourage innovation and development of our country's 
entrepreneurial ecosystem. 

Entrepreneurship 
Challenge Competition

th27  Feb
2017



st1  Mar
2017

Science Day Exhibition 
Sagar Chandurkar & Nivrutti Mahajan of Third Year, E&TC bagged the Special Jury Award 
for their project titled "Gesture Controlled Wheel Chair" at the Science Day Exhibition held at 
GMRT Observatory, Khodad. The Electronically Designed Wheel Chair model is self 
controlled & works by movement of arms. The Science Day Exhibition is an annual State 
Level Event wherein more than 200 colleges take part every year at Khodad.

th11  Mar
2017

2It has been a tradition at I IT to organize a Blood Donation Drive on campus once a year.  
This year too this camp was organized  to an encouraging response from students, faculty 
members and staff.  The main aim of such activities on campus is to reinforce the idea that 
Blood donation is one of the most significant contribution that a person can make towards 
the society. 

Many students have apprehensions about donating blood and this event ameliorates such 
apprehensions. This event further encourages students and breaks some myths 
associated with blood donation. Blood donation is one's moral duty and the body does not 
get affected by donating blood. The body can repair the loss within a few days. So we 
encourage students to come forward to donate blood as it could save a life.

This donation drive was conducted under the supervision of Acharya Anandrishiji Blood 
Bank, Pune.

Blood Donation 

To-scale models of various animals were donated to the Zilla Parishad School at Marunji. 
Models of Tyrannosaurus, Apatosaurus (Brontosaurus), tiger, deer and elephant were part 
of this donation. The school was very pleased to receive this donation and has assured that 
it will help elevate the curiosity of young students.

Computers were donated to various NGOs like Mahatma Phule Apang Shaala, Mangaon. 
Navkshitij School for Special Children, Marunji as well as the Vishwa Jagruti Mission, 
Pune.

DONATIONs

th5  Mar
2017

th7  Mar
2017

nd2  Jun
2017

th7  Mar
2017



th12  Mar
2017

2To rekindle the bond with its Alumni, I IT hosted the 2017 Alumni Meet on campus.  The 
event always turns emotional with students reminiscing their days spent on campus.

Many students came along with their spouses and some with their children too. The alumni 
enjoyed an evening of networking, catching-up with fellow alumni. The highlight of the 
evening were the fun-filled games that brought out the teenager in most of them.

Alumni MEET

th12  Mar
2017

On the occasion of the birthday of Late Shri Pralhad P Chhabria, who is the Founder 
2Chairman of Finolex Group of companies and the Founder President of I IT, the campus 

storganized its 1  Founder's Day.  

The event began with the lighting of the traditional lamp and felicitation of the Chief Guest 
Padma Vibhushan, Dr. R. A. Mashelkar. Ms Amrita Katara & Dr. Samita Moolani Katara 
delivered the inaugural address and went on to introduce a short film titled “I Remain...” 
that paid a homage to the Late Shri. Pralhad P. Chhabria.

The event continued until the most anticipated moment when – Padma Vibhushan Dr. R A 
2Mashelkar along with Ms Aruna M. Katara, President I IT, Mr. Prakash Chhabria, Chairman 

2Finolex Industries and Dr. Vaishali Patil, Principal I IT, unveiled the memorial that pays a 
tribute to the Late Shri. Pralhad P. Chhabria in the presence of almost over 700 members 

2present at the occasion which included team I IT, ex-staff, family members, well-wishers, 
alumni, students and other guests.

Founder's Day

L to R : Dr. Vaishali Patil, Mrs Aruna M Katara, Padma Vibhushan Dr. R A Mashelkar, Padma Bhushan Dr. Vijay Bhatkar and Mr. Prakash P Chhabria

th12  Mar
2017

2Applauding academic excellence has been a tradition at I IT. Late Shri Pralhad P Chhabria, 
2the Founder President, I IT always believed in providing support and encouraging 

meritorious students.  

stAs part of the 1  Founder's Day, academically excellent students were lauded for their 
efforts. Padma Vibhushan Dr. R.A. Mashelkar distributed the awards and scholarships to 
deserving students and wished them luck in their endeavours.

STUDENTS' AchievementS 

The students who were felicitated on the Founder's day on 12th March 2017 were :

Harsh Khajgiwale & Poonam Gulwane for Best Outgoing Students
Tanmay Nag & Isha Terdal for social contribution
Special awards were given away to Arif Sanadi, Jayesh Koli and Mayuri Khartude
Some of the other award recipients were Nilam Choudhari, Tanvi Patil , Asmita Jha, 
Rakhi Agrawal and Maitrey Talware



th24  Mar
2017

thThe 12  episode of the Women’s Prowess was held at the Mohini Chhabria Convention 
Centre, International Institute of Information Technology, I²IT, Pune today. The event was 
hosted jointly by Natarajan Education Society (NES), and I²IT.

Aimed at inspiring, motivating, encouraging and empowering young women to reach for 
the stars and be the best they can be, this event had a distinct panel discussion, a special 
talk by the Guest of Honour, Abha Bakaya (Broadcast journalist, producer and host) and the 
keynote address by the Police Commissioner of Pune, Hon’ble Mrs. Rashmi Shukla.

The panel discussion that focussed on the role of Women in Transforming India was 
chaired by Dr. Uma Ganesh, CEO Global Talent Track and the panellists were Ms. Vaishali 
Vaid, Vice President, Head - Global HR, KPIT, Ms. Rakhi Sinha, Global Head - HR Business 
Partner & HR Operations, Geometric Limited, Dr. Parul Ganju, Co-founder, Director at 
Ahammune Biosciences Pvt Ltd, and Ms. Eika Chaturvedi Banerjee, CEO, Future Learning, 
a Future Group company. The mentioned dignitaries gave their views on how women play a 
pivotal part of any country’s economic and social fabric. 

Dr. Ganesh Natarajan, Principal Trustee of Natarajan Education Society welcomed the 
audience and shared the aim of this annual event.

Women's Prowess 2017

2I IT organized the Association of Computer Machinery (ACM) Exhibition on campus. The 
ACM is the world's largest international body that comprises of students as well as the 
professionals. 

2The I IT Chapter of ACM organized an exhibition of Exclusive Research and Academics 
(IAEERAP) on campus. This event endowed the students and research scholars with an 
opportunity to carve up their observation and present their Project Work (IAEERAP 
Showcase). IAEERAP was exclusively for people in the domains of Information 
Technology, Computer Engineering and Electronics and Telecommunications for related 
domains but not limited to Big Data, Cloud Computing, Data And Knowledge Engineering, 
Data mining, communication, IoT, Information Forensics And Security, Data mining, 
Industrial Engineering, Neural Networks And Learning System, Smart Grid, wireless 
Communications, Vehicular Adhoc Network and many more areas from computer , IT and 
E&TC

The event was well-received by students and scholars from many colleges from Pune.

ACM Exhibition

th30  Mar
2017

I²IT student Yashodip Deshmukh, a second year student from the Department of 
Information Technology was the Winner of the SEED IT IDOL 2017 from the Savitribai 
Phule Pune University. 
 
The event was organised by SEED Infotech.  Mr. Narendra Barhate, MD & CEO – SEED 
Infotech Ltd., Ms. Bharati Barhate, Executive Director - SEED Infotech Ltd., Mr. Shrikant 
Rasne, Executive Director- SEED Infotech Ltd., & Mr. Raghu BS, Head, Retail Training 
Services – SEED Infotech Ltd graced the occasion and felicitated the Winners.

SEED IT IDOL 2017

th25  Mar
2017

Police Commissioner of Pune, Hon'ble Mrs Rashmi Shukla

L to R - Eika Chaturvedi Banerjee, 
Vaishali Vaid, Dr. Uma Ganesh, 
Dr. Parul Ganju and Rakhi Sinha

Mr. Sarang Bondre(Director projects-Cognizant BFS) , Mr.Sachin Thakre (Project and portfolio Manager HSBC software 
tech.India), Dr. Vaishali V. Patil (Ph.D. IIT Bombay) and Prof.Ravindra Joshi(Dean) with Prof.Vilas Mankar(HOD IT Dept.)



nd rd2  to 3  
Apr 2017

2 projects which were designed by students from I²IT were selected for the Grand Finale of 
the Smart Indian Hackathon held at Nagpur and Bangalore. 

Team SKYRAN for  Nagpur
Project Name : Online Toll Payment System
Designers : Yadnesh Choudhary, Rakhi Agrawal, Saurabh Raut, 
Shrikrushna Bhavsar, Aashish Dhone and Niraj Mahajan

Team PEGASUS for Bangalore
Project Name : Online Intelligent Data Analysis Tool
Designers : Akshay Gaikwad, Yash Deo, Sneha Sajjan, Neha Sinha, 
Vaibhav Jadhav and Nishant Ramakuru

Taking forward the "Digital India Movement", the Government of India launched the SMART 
INDIA HACKATHON 2017. As many as 29 ministries submitted their problem statements to 
the HRD ministry and these problems were put forth to the youth of this country.  More 
than 10,000 students participated in this event to develop digital solutions for the problems 

2and I IT students too were part of this event.

Smart India Hackathon 2017

st1  Apr 
2017

2I IT students participated in the SPARK 2017 program held at Infosys.

SPARK is an extraordinary program launched by Infosys Foundation and it aims to raise 
the aspirations of students. This program which was conducted for students from all over 
the country, focused on the development and latest technologies that are prevalent in the 
industry. Team Infosys also shared with the students the journey of Infosys and its 
contribution to the IT sector in India. Infosys SPARK is a one day exploratory program for 
students from different age groups and segments from high school to degree and 
engineering colleges of urban and suburban areas. Through this on-campus event 
conducted by volunteers, I²IT students could assess their industry readiness and check 
their aspirations meter.

SPARK 2017

th7  Apr
2017

To bid adieu to the Batch of 2017, the Third Year students hosted a Farewell Party.  

Before the college life of the final year students comes to closure, the senior students left 
no stone unturned to make their last few days count. They made the evening an exciting 
way to raise a toast to the new beginnings in the lives of these soon going to be 
professionals. The hosts went an extra mile to make their cherished seniors feel special by 
giving them quirky titles, engaging them in some games and taking them down on a 
memory lane by bringing the college life alive through collages.

Farewell Party



th11  Apr
2017

I²IT students - Abhijeet Singh, Ashish Asudani, Kushagra Johrapurkar, Priyanka Singh and 
Yash Khelkar - participated in "Anveshan" an event organised by Analog Devices India, 
Bangalore.

Anveshan is a platform to create and experiment innovative IoT Applications, develop a 
prototype from Sensor to the Cloud, experiment and innovate with key technologies like 
energy harvesting and connectivity, develop breakthrough concepts and algorithms for IoT 
use-cases and experiment with IoT platforms with analytics running on the edge, fog or 
cloud.

Anveshan

th26  May 
2017

I²IT signed a MoU with Texas Instruments as the Texas Instruments Innovation Center 
(TIIC). Under this MoU, Texas Instruments aims to establish a collaborative bridge with the 
objective of making students in Colleges have a greater hands on experience in 
technologies related to Embedded Systems, Ultra Low Power Applications, Analog System 
Design & Internet of Things (IOT).
 
TI organized a 3 Day Workshop on TI Tools and IoT Design in our campus.

Texas Instruments 
Innovation Centre

th21  June
2017

Team I²IT celebrated the International Yoga Day by performing traditional yoga. All 
participants were enthusiastic about the Yoga Session. All were eager to learn something 
different, as traditional yoga practice was new for many. The yoga asanas that were done 
followed the sequence of evolution of human beings i.e. from supine pose, to prone pose, 
followed by sitting pose and lastly standing pose. The session started with a prayer and 
finished with “Shanti Path”. After the session participants were rejuvenated and relaxed. 
They felt energized and positive too.

International Yoga Day
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